SURVEY OF STUDENT BACKGROUND
(CS 460 – Fall 2023)

(This information will be kept confidential.)

1) Name_________________________________   CS Login____________________________________
   Preferred Name__________________________  Personal Pronouns_______________________________
   Major__________________________________  Minor__________________________________________
   Freshman___ Sophomore___ Junior___ Senior___ Other________________________________________

   Overall GPA_________________  Computer Science GPA___________________

2) Please mark the computer science courses you have successfully completed with a checkmark(✓), and those you are taking this semester with an asterisk(*).

   ______ CS115  ______ CS210  ______ CS215  ______ CS242
   ______ CS252  ______ CS315  ______ CS351  ______ CS355
   ______ CS370  ______ CS415  ______ CS450  ______ CS454
   ______ CS460  ______ CS470
   ______ Other (Specify__________________________________________)
   ______ Other (Specify__________________________________________)
   ______ Other (Specify__________________________________________)

3) Please list the programming languages you have used and indicate your proficiency in each. 5 - expert; 4 - in employment; 3 - frequent user; 2 - for course work; 1 - minimal.

4) Please list the operating systems with which you are familiar. 5 - expert; 4 - in employment; 3 - frequent user; 2 - for course work; 1 - minimal.

5) Please indicate what you hope (expect?) to learn in this class.
6) In addition to the 4 hours of lecture, approximately how many hours per week are you prepared to dedicate to this class?

7) What do you enjoy the most about computer science classes?

8) What do you enjoy the least about computer science classes?

9) Please list any concerns you may have about this course.